
“Humankind: a Hopeful History” — 49-06

PAUSE TO CONSIDER: REFLECTIONS ON SESSION #6

“Love your own as others love their own.” 

  
1. There were many videos online that I sourced to check out our readings this week 

and decided to upload them to my Tuesday morning overview. Here they are, 
beginning with Chapter 10: How Empathy Binds. Watch and if questions or 
comments come to mind, call/email me, ok?  wallacebj@me.com


Yale’s Baby Lab:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBW5vdhr_PA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J1iq4oelUU


Jane Elliott’s Blue/Brown Eye Experiment.	 


Chapter 11: How Power Corrupts
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOXl0Ll_t9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2z-ahJ4uws


Dr. Dacher Keltner: The Power Paradox




	 

Chapter Twelve: What the Enlightenment Got Wrong

	 Adam Smith: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HS9VHBlYklc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejJRhn53X2M


David Hume: 




	 

What was the Enlightenment?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q10lD0npXJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq2QUrDPf44


2. There you go! And now onto a review of last night’s Session #6. Opening with 
“Before We Begin,” Wayne drew attention to the theme of our readings of “Why Good 
People Turn Bad.” He went on to say that our goal is not to answer questions but 
rather to trigger ideas. Bregman would be proud of us. 


I find it interesting to reflect on what I tell others about our study — this morning I’ve 
repeated Bregman’s idea that people with active public lives are most often people 
with “boring” personal lives whereas his generation have very active personal lives and 
not-so active public lives. Interesting? 


Wayne re-examined the concepts of Empathy and Compassion. His definitions: 
Empathy is the ability to understand and share feelings whereas Compassion is about 
sympathy and concern for the suffering of others. I’m intrigued by Harari’s base belief 
in the Narrative — how the story is told. What comes first? The thought or the action? 


3. Joan did the overview of the readings of Chapters 10, 11 and 12. Chapter 10 — 
camaraderie in battle was used to explain why the German army continued the war 
despite no chance of changing the results. From Chapter 11 — “while soldiers tend to 
be ordinary, their leaders are not.” She briefly referred to Machiavelli and the Dacher 
Keltner’s work (see videos above) and from the same chapter found the “Myth of God” 
to be challenging. Chapter 12, she suggested the foundations for the modern world 
were from the 17th century with Adam Smith and David Hume. She asked, “Could 
things be different?”


She quoted Adam Smith’s statement: “How selfish soever man may be supposed, 
there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortune of 
others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing from it, 
except the pleasure of seeing it.” Food for thought (Pause to Consider.) 


Next week’s summary is by Ken. Thank you for volunteering, Ken. 


4. Housekeeping: 

	 a. Trunk or Treat Sunday afternoon welcomed the community to a plethora of 
goodies. (We talked to a couple who with their little person were driving north on 
Crowchild when they saw the sign and the activity.)

	 b. Friendship Group gathering at St. David’s beginning at 7 p.m. All are 
welcome. $10. 

	 c. d. Ukraine Benefit Concert, Saturday night beginning at 7 p.m.  $20

	 d. St. David’s AGM Sunday Nov. 6 after church. (Free snacks!)

	 e. Evening Compline Service on Sunday night.

	 f. Craft Sale on November 19 — looooonnnnnggggg tradition in NMUC story.
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5. Love your own as others love their own — Rule # 6 in Rules to Live By by 
Bregman:  

Rutger tells about his reaction to a plane crash over Ukraine in 2014 that 
claimed the lives of 298 people. He acknowledged the seriousness of the tragedy but it 
was the deaths of a young Dutch couple who brought a tear to his eye. He asks: “Why 
do we care more about people who seem like us?” In Chapter 10, he suggests that 
evil, like slavery and the Holocaust, does its work from a distance. Jesus and Buddha 
chose paths of compassion because very little separates us from others, however the 
deaths of the young couples made the difference for him. His conclusion: “As humans 
we differentiate, we play favourites and care more about our own. But remember 
that strangers love their families as we do love ours.”  

6. Wayne’s presentation: (Check out the pdf that is uploaded to sduc.ca/ministries/Acts 
for particulars.)

	 a. About Spinoza’s quote “…but to understand them,” one of our group 
mentioned that understanding someone when their action is intolerable is very hard to 
do — ie, Iranian persecution of women. Another commented on laughter, part of the 
quote, saying that he uses self-effacing humour and it has worked well for him. Still 
another of our wonderfully reflective group said that leadership is often corrupted — 
that male dominance (in Iran) threatens the power structure.

	 b. About Germany’s extension of the war, we were directed to research on the 
Nuremberg Trials which demonstrated that soldiers were more devoted to their fellow 
soldiers than they were to humanity. 

	 c. From Chapter 11: Machiavelli lived from 1469 to 1527 and is considered the 
Father of Modern Political Theory. Lord Acton was responsible for the phrase, “Power 
tends to corrupt while absolute power corrupts absolutely.” As well, Wayne spoke of 
his friend, Dr. Anthony Parel, and his study of Peace with Gandhi. 

	 https://gandhiji.ca/2012-transcript-in-search-of-pax-gandhiana-by-anthony-j-parel/


	 The quote from page 238 — “‘myth of God” raised questions in our minds. 
Someone asked, “Where do you think that myth starts?” 


7. From last night’s Videos — Moral progress is not happening along with progress in 
other areas of our civilization. Bregman says, “Nothing is inevitable. Progress happens 

from small groups of committed citizens… Hope recognizes 
possibilities.” 


He mentions the works of Rebecca Solnit and her book “A 
Paradise Built in Hell” as the book he is most enjoying right 
now. 


The question we can ask of ourselves: Are you optimistic? 
Hopeful?  
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http://sduc.ca


8. From Last Night’s Breakout Rooms: 

	 a. Democracy controls Sociopaths — use reason.

	 b. Machiavelli style is Type A leadership. We are more like Gandhi.

	 c. We need volunteer cooperation — peaceful co-existence. If too soft, mass 
rule is not good, however collective analysis is important.

	 d. Power gets morphed — democracy gives power back to the people. 

	 e. Question: How could Putin do what he does? Bregman offers answers.

	 f. What about Musk, Twitter and “No rules?”

	 g. My note: the power of the Koch brothers and the book by Naomi Klein, “This 
Changes Everything.” 

	 h. From Ontario: Ford is introducing new legislation to restrict parent intrusion in 
the classroom as being often “detrimental to the child.” Further to that, that children 
are being overly protected and are being deprived of developing coping skills. 
Helicopter parents were mentioned. A W5 program raised the issue of special needs 
children in the classroom who sometimes needed restraining to protect themselves 
and others. 


9. Joan’s Closing Thought: 

Alan Paton 

 
It is not "forgive and forget" as if nothing wrong had 

ever happened, but "forgive and go forward," building 
on the mistakes of the past and the energy generated 

by reconciliation to create a new future.


14. As requested here are the reading assignments for the rest of the study: 

*********************************************************************************************************** 
November 7, Session 07: Part Four: The New Realism, Chapters 13 and 14. Avoid the 
news.  

November 14, Session 08: Chapter 15 and Part Five: Turn the Other Cheek. Cynicism 
is another word for laziness — don’t punch Nazis.  

November 21, Session 09: Chapters 16, 17 and 18. Come out of the closet — don’t 
be afraid of doing good.  

November 28, Session 10: Epilogue and Summary Evening. Be realistic.  
*********************************************************************************************** 
9. Check out MINISTRIES/ADULTSPIRITUALDEVELOPMENT page if you wish to 
review many of our previous book studies on sduc.ca and see the pdf from last night. 
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Bible Study on Thursday mornings on ZOOM at 10 a.m. Romans with a little of 
Proverbs will keep us busy. 
Pastoral Care Wednesday Morning 10:00 a.m. is a very welcoming place to be 
Wednesday morning. Joan will be hosting Wednesday’s gathering.
Read Part Four opener, The New Realism, and Chapters 13 and 14. 
And, if you missed last night’s session, find the pdf on sduc.ca / Ministries / Adult 
Spiritual Development or Events/ Monday Night Book Study. 

Thoughtfully yours,


Brenda 403 510 1993 wallacebj@me.com
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